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ABSTRACT 
The Basis of Estimate Software Tool (BEST) was developed at the Rocky Flats 
Environmental Technology Site (Rocky Flats) to bridge the gap that exists in 
conventional project control systems between scheduled activities, their allocated or 
assigned resources, and the set of assumptions (basis of estimate) that correlate 
resources and activities. Having a documented and auditable basis of estimate (BOE) 
is necessary for budget validation, work scope analysis, change control, and a number 
of related management control functions. The uniqueness of BEST is demonstrated 
by the manner in which it responds to the diverse needs of the heavily regulated 
environmental workplace - containing many features not found in conventional off-the- 
shelf software products. However, even companies dealing in relatively unregulated 
work places will find many attractive features in BEST. This product will be of particular 
interest to current Government contractors and contractors preparing proposals that 
may require subsequent validation. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT - COST AND SCHEDULE INTEGRATION 
Most, if not all, large government and private sector projects use commercial off-the- 
shelf software for scheduling, cost management, and cost estimating, but very few use 
custom software for concurrent development of cost estimates and documenting the 
basis of estimate. Most organizations, if they develop an activity-specific BOE at all, do 
so with word processing software that is not linked to the project control (scheduling, 
estimating, reporting) systems. One reason for this is the lack of a BOE feature in 
existing commercial project control software. 

Understanding scope is crucial to the activity estimating process. Existing commercial 
project control software does not allow for extensive description of the scope for each 
activity. While this is not a short-coming for traditional engineering construction projects 
that provide additional documentation in the form of specification sheets and design 
drawings, it an issue for the large, complex environmental remediation projects where 
many activities do not fit into the traditional mold of the engineering construction 
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THE BEST SOLUTION 
Programmed in Microsoft Access@, BEST is keyed to individual activities identified in 
the project schedule. At Rocky Flats scheduling is performed using Primavera Project 
Planner@, but the open architecture of Microsoft Access@ allows easy and ready 
interface with any ASCII-compatible software system, both for import and export. 

BEST runs in the Microsoft Windows 95@ (or Windows NT@) environment, providing 
the user with an intuitive, graphical interface. Figure 1 illustrates the forms (client 
windows) hierarchy for navigating within BEST. 

Activity Data 
Figure 2 illustrates the BEST activity data input form. BEST provides data entry fields 
to capture 1) activity title, 2) duration, 3) work breakdown structure code, 4) activity 
type (standard, summary, or milestone), 5) responsible organization identifier (from a 
customizable pull-down list), 5) project manager’s and estimator’s name, 6) Budget & 
Reporting code, and (for U.S. DOE applications) FMSIC identifier. BEST also 
automatically tracks the date and time of the latest record entry or change. If this 
information is resident in the scheduling system it can be downloaded to BEST, 
otherwise keyboard entry is performed. 

Additional activity-level data includes memo fields for expanded scope definition and 
basis of estimate narrative, identification of hazards associated with the activity, 
discussion of the cost and risk for the activity, a group of check boxes for identification 
of regulatory drivers, and a field for incorporating streamlining and benchmarking 
information applicable to the activity cost estimate. Within the costlrisk and 
benchmarking areas upper/lower cost limits and cost-at-risk can be identified. New 
data fields can be easily added, and existing fields changed to accommodate individual 
user needs. 

Resource Estimation and the “Line Item” Concept 
Resources are loaded for each activity. This is performed by activity line-item, a sub- 
tier breakdown of the activity that exists solely within BEST. For each line-item, labor 
and non-labor resources are entered. The system contains pull-down lists for 1) 
performing organization, 2) skill category, and 3) cost element (for non-labor 
resources). Labor is entered by skill category in hours, and rates contained in BEST 
are used to calculate both straight-time and overtime costs. All pull-down lists and 
tables are fully user definable. 

A unique feature of BEST is the provision for the identification of “unfunded” line-items. 
This permits full cost estimate and basis of estimate development, but enables the user 
to “flag” a line-item as unfunded if it is expected or known that budget approval will be 
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Figure 2. BEST Activity Data Input Form 
ActData.vsd 
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withheld for that item. For each activity, both funded and unfunded costs are shown in 
the activity resource report. 

Reports and Utilities 
Several standard reports have been developed for BEST, and others can be easily 
developed on an ad hoc basis. The standard reports include an activity detail report (all 
data and narrative fields), activity summary report, activity resource report (all line-items 
and resource details), and an audit report identifying incomplete/missing data fields. 
Utilities are also provided for data import and export, so that activity data can be 
exchanged with other users or consolidated into a master project database. 

BEST reports have proven to be of high value as part of the costlschedule validation 
process. The ability to immediately link BOE details with activity descriptions facilitates 
validation, saves time, and improves the overall accuracy of the estimate. 

System Requirements 
BEST runs optimally on a PentiumB class personal computer with 16 megabytes of 
RAM, and requires the Microsoft Windows 95@ or Windows NTB operating system. 
Satisfactory performance is achieved on a 486-class machine with 8 megabytes of 
RAM. Reports are output through the Windows 95@ environment providing an almost 
unlimited variety of printer options. Run-time versions of BEST can be developed 
(using the Microsoft Access Developer’s Toolkit@) to permit unlimited distribution to 
users who don’t have the retail version of Microsoft Access@ on their personal 
computers. 

Change Control System Interface 
BEST is also an integral component of the site change control process. Proposed 
changes must be accompanied by a BEST BOE to permit validation of the proposed 
change before it is submitted to the Change Control Board. 

PLANNED UPGRADES 
Due to positive response from the user community, BEST will be used in the future for a 
variety of project integration applications. A number of upgrades are planned to further 
en ha n ce cap ab i I i t ies . 

BEST will have multi-project and subproject capability. Users will be able to define 
subprojects and assign one or more WBS legs to each subproject. 

Administrators and project managers will appreciate enhanced protection against 
inadvertent data and database design changes. User write permissions will be set 
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explicitly by subproject, and the administrator will have the option to encrypt the 
data base design. 

Support for Price-Anderson Amendments Act (PAAA) compliance will be incorporated 
into BEST. Each activity will be flagged to indicate whether or not it implements a 
PAAA requirement or is subject to PAAA reviewlaudit. An additional reference field will 
refer to the authorization basis document that describes the approved safety envelope 
for performing each activity, to ensure that adequate safety reviews have been 
performed before work commences. 

CONCLUSION 
By combining output from the scheduling system with BEST reports users are able to 
compile a single-point source document for costkchedule validation, budget review, 
and management analysis. Using the database features of Access@, users may 
produce topical reports to evaluate cost risk, activity hazards, streamlining assumptions, 
and cost of uncertainty. Cross-cut reports using BEST data fields are also possible, 
and data base information may be readily shared, in both directions, with other 
applications to permit construction of work breakdown structure dictionaries, hazards 
identification reports, etc. 

This simple and easy to use software tool greatly increases the capabilities of the 
project control system while improving the overall quality of the cost and schedule data 
pedigree . 

DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States 
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi- 
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer- 
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom- 
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views 
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the 
United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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